Abstract-In this paper, we propose a graphics processing unit (GPU) based matching technique to perform fast feature matching between different images. Lowe proposed a scale invariant feature transform algorithm that has been successfully used in various feature matching applications such as stereo vision, object recognition, and many others, but this algorithm is computationally intensive. In order to solve this problem, we propose a matching technique optimized for graphics processing units to perform computation with less time. We have applied GPU optimization for the fast computation of keypoints to make our system fast and efficient. The proposed method used self-organizing map feature matching technique to perform efficient matching between different images. The experiments are performed on various images to examine the performance of the system in diverse conditions such as image rotation, scaling, and blurring conditions. The experimental results reveal that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing feature matching methods resulting into fast feature matching with the optimization of graphics processing unit.
I. INTRODUCTION
Feature selection and matching is a key component in many computer vision tasks such as path finding, obstacle detection, navigation, stereo vision, and many others applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Several strategies of keypoint detectors have been proposed in the literature [7] [8] . Schmid and Mohr [9] used Harris corners as interest points in image recognition problems to match the features against a large database of images. This method allows features to be matched under arbitrary orientation changes, but it is sensitive to image scale changes. Lowe [10] proposed the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor for the extraction of interest points in an image that is invariant to both scale and rotation. The SIFT technique used a 128-dimensional vector to describe the SIFT feature, which is computationally intensive. In a recent research [11] , we have implemented an efficient feature matching technique faster than Lowe's SIFT with self-organizing map (SOM) that can be used for real-time stereo matching applications. In the present research, we extended our research and implement our proposed method on graphics processing unit (GPU) to further optimize the time.
Due to the advancements of parallel processing techniques, multi-core GPU techniques have been widely applied to accelerate the computationally intensive tasks [12] . Modern programmable graphics hardware contains powerful coprocessors GPUs with a peak performance of hundreds of Giga FLOPS which is an order of magnitude higher than that of CPUs [13] . For accelerating the applications of computer vision many researchers are now exploiting parallelism provided by modern programmable graphics hardware that provides a great scope for acceleration to run computations in parallel [14] [15] . Some researchers also utilized specialized hardware and reconfigurable hardware to speed up these algorithms [16] [17] [18] . One example of a broad area of application is in discovering concurrency in parallel computing, where coloring is used to identify subtasks that can be carried out or data elements that can be updated simultaneously [19] . Another example of a broad application area of coloring is the efficient computation of sparse derivative matrices [20] . With the increasing programmability and computational power of the GPU, the recent work by Sinha et al. [12] accelerates some parts of the SIFT algorithm using the hardware capacities of GPUs. A 10x speedup is obtained, allowing for applications on videosized images [12] . A variety of computer vision algorithms has been parallelized, providing significant acceleration to the computation [12, 14, 15] .
In this paper, a novel technique is presented that is designed to achieve fast feature matching in the images with the use of neural networks and GPUs. Our contribution is the proposal of a GPU-optimized matching technique based on Kohonen's self-organizing map (SOM) [21] . The proposed method provides significant reduction in the computation time compared to Lowe's SIFT. In our approach, the scale space for keypoints extraction is configured in parallel for detecting the candidate points among which the number of keypoints is reduced with the SOM neural network. The descriptor vector generation is accelerated on the GPU and the matching is accomplished with competitive learning. The key idea is to optimize the keypoint extraction with GPU and to reduce the descriptor size with the winning calculation method. The similar winning pixels in the images are found and associated to accomplish the feature matching. The proposed method of the GPU is faster due to the usage of multi-processing. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the overview on stereo vision. The procedure of feature matching with GPU-optimized method is presented in section III. The experimental results are shown in section IV and conclusions are drawn in section V.
II. STEREO VISION
Stereo vision is based on acquiring three-dimensional (3D) information from different views obtained by a single moving camera or a fixed structure composed of at least two cameras. The goal of stereo vision is to obtain a 3D structure of a scene with the use of two or more images of a 3D scene, each acquired from a difference viewpoint in space. The 3D location of any object is limited to the straight line that passes through the center of project and the projection of the object point. The position of a point in space is determined by obtaining the intersection point of the two lines that passes through the center of projection and the projection of a point in each space. The triangulation principle is based on computing the 3D position of an object point from the intersection of a set of optical rays determined by at least two views of the same 3D object point. The optical axes of the two camera-lens units are configured in parallel, and the straight line joining the two optical centers is parallel to each image horizontal line in order to respect an epiploar constraint (Fig. 1) . The 3D image information is obtained on the basis of position of the points in the left and the right images [22] . The coordinates of a 3D point P of an object is given by coordinates (
where e denotes the distance between the two optical centers, p x denotes the CCD pixel width, f denotes the focal length of the two lens, and  denotes the disparity of P. The approaches to find stereo correspondences are divided into two categories: one based on sparse local features that are obtained between two matched images, and the other based on matched regions after pixel by pixel matching in the different images. These technique can be used to obtain the 3D object recognition and categorization, in addition can be used for 3D scene reconstruction. The depth at various scene points can be obtained by determining the disparities of corresponding image points. Due to the discrete nature of the images, the disparity is obtained in terms of integer values unless some special algorithm is designed to compute the disparity values. The accuracy of depth computation for any given set of camera parameters can be enhanced by increasing the length of the baseline and large disparity can be obtained for any 3D scene.
III. PROPOSED GPU-OPTIMIZED MATCHING TECHNIQUE
In this section, we explain our proposed GPU-based method to optimize the features in image matching along with the SOM methodology. The GPU is a specialpurpose processing unit that has been used as a generalpurpose processing unit due to its single instruction multiple data (SIMD) parallel hardware structure. With the advent of multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs, the mainstream processor chips are now parallel systems. Also their parallelization continues to scale with Moore's law. Compute unified device architecture (CUDA) considered GPU hardware as an independent platform that can provide a programming environment and minimize the need for understanding the graphics pipeline. The GPU hardware chip has N × multiprocessors (MP), and each MP has M × scalar processors (SP) (Fig. 2) . The memory of the GPU is organized into global, shared and constant. In addition, there are registers, which are the local memory of threads [23] . When the kernel function to be executed with CUDA is ready, a grid composed of one block must be configured. The block generates a large number of threads to share data with other threads and then parallel processing can be performed. The thread is composed of hierarchical SIMD architecture and the mass of a thread is called the thread block that is used to assign CPU job to GPU. A GPU executes multiple threads in parallel and independently processes streams of vectors in parallel. For computing, the load/store instructions access three read/write memory spaces: local memory for per-thread, private, temporary data; N shared memory for lowlatency access to data shared by cooperating threads in the same streaming multiprocessor (SM); and N global memory for data shared by all threads of a computing application. The GPU host interface unit communicates with the host CPU, responds to commands from the CPU, fetches data from system memory, checks command consistency, and performs context switching. The load distribution units pass the input assembler's output stream to the array of processors in order to execute vertex, geometry, and pixel shader programs, as well as computing programs. The streaming processor executes graphics shader thread programs and GPU computing programs to provide thread control and management. The SM is a unified graphics and computing multiprocessor that executes vertex, geometry, and pixel-fragment shader programs and parallel computing programs. The shared memory holds graphics input buffers or shared data for parallel computing. To pipeline graphics workloads through the SM, vertex, geometry, and pixel threads have independent input and output buffers. Workloads can arrive and depart independently of thread execution. The SM maps the warp threads to the SP cores, and each thread executes independently with its own instruction address and register state. A SIMT processor realizes full efficiency and performance when all 32 threads of a warp take the same execution path.
A. Parallel Scale Space Configuration And Construction Of Descriptor
In our approach, the construction of Gaussian scale space is accelerated on the GPU using fragment programs. In order to extract the candidate keypoint, the scale space 
where * is the convolution operation in x and y, and 
The intensity image, gradients and the DOG values are stored in a GPU texture format and computed in parallel in the same pass using vector operations in fragment programs. The Hessian matrix ) , , (  y x H is computed by the second-order derivative of the Gaussian blurred image by (4): 
B. Winner-Based Image Matching And Acceleration Using Graphics Processing Unit
We used the SOM algorithm to map the highdimensional keypoints to a lower dimensional space with competitive learning [21] . The Self-Organizing Map was developed by professor Kohonen. The SOM algorithm is based on unsupervised, competitive learning. It provides a topology preserving mapping from the high dimensional space to map units. Map units, or neurons, usually form a two-dimensional lattice and thus the mapping is a mapping from high dimensional space onto a plane. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a powerful neural network method for the analysis and visualization of high-dimensional data. SOMs are a data visualization technique which reduces the dimensions of data through the use of self-organizing neural networks. It maps nonlinear statistical relationships between highdimensional measurement data into simple geometric relationships, usually on a two-dimensional grid. The mapping roughly preserves the most important topological and metric relationships of the original data elements and, thus, clusters the data according to the input to the network. The need for visualization and clustering occurs, for instance, in the data analysis of complex processes or systems. Fig. 3 summarizes the complete algorithm of our approach.
To optimize the algorithms, the descriptor and locator section is implemented on the GPU to solve the complexity of feature matching that consumes a lot of time to obtain the descriptor vector. To implement this, the keypoints are scanned to obtain the descriptor and locator vector which are organized in a parallel fashion on the GPU. These vectors are processed separately and the scanning and organization is carried out in a parallel fashion on the GPU. These processors consist of a front end that reads/decodes and launches instructions and a backend made up of a group of eight calculating units and two super function units (SFUs) where the instructions are executed in SIMD fashion, the same instruction is applied to all the threads in the warp. NVIDIA calls this mode of execution for single instruction multiple threads (SIMT). The streaming multiprocessors' operating mode is as follows:
(a) At each cycle, a warp ready for execution is selected by the front end, which launches execution of an instruction. (b) To apply the instruction to all 32 threads in the warp, the backend will take four cycles, but since it operates at double the frequency of the front end, from its point of view only two cycles will be executed.
Our proposed approach used scale invariant feature vectors instead of an image database for the input to the SOM network. The topological map is obtained with the use of SOM network and we obtain a 2D neuron grid where each neuron is associated with a weight vector with 128 element descriptors. The 128 dimension descriptor generation is accelerated using GPU to increase the execution speed of the algorithm. The descriptor vector is read and its value is recorded individually in an array and also total value is recorded using the built-in libraries. The value is later used as a limit for declaring the threads and blocks for the GPU. As per the limit of each block only 512 threads can be accommodated in each block and there can be total 65536 blocks in a grid. Each value is dedicated to each thread in a block, the number of blocks depends on total values divided by 512 (number of threads). The inspection of the keypoints indicates that first four values are for locator and remaining 128 values are for descriptor so these threads will organize accordingly; the locators and the descriptors will be fetched in a parallel manner and organized accordingly. In order to perform the matching between the images, the learning algorithm is based on the concept of nearest neighbor learning. One image is considered as the reference image and the next image is considered as the matching image, and they are represented in terms of the winning neurons in the SOM network. After the network is trained, input data are distributed throughout the grid of neurons. The feature vectors are arranged according to their internal similarity with the SOM, thus forming a topological map of the input vectors. The winning neuron is found for each pixel of the next image and the pixel value is associated to it once the winner is found. The feature matching is performed by associating the similar winning pixels between the pixels of the reference and the next image. By iteratively repeating these process steps, the winning pixels are obtained with the selforganizing map and the matching between the pixels of the different image pairs is accomplished.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In this section we give some experimental results to show the performance of the proposed method. We show experiments on images captured with the kinect camera designed by Microsoft, present results for 15 Fig. 4 shows the matching results for the two images with Lowe's method and with our proposed method. It is found that the average matching time is 0.13953 seconds for Lowe's SIFT and the average time of proposed feature matching is 0.01447 seconds which is reduced to 0.00165 seconds using GPU optimization. Using our proposed method, Lowe's algorithm is speeded-up approximately 9x, further with the help of GPU, the proposed method is speeded-up more approximately 9x so a total of approximately 80x improvement in the execution speed is achieved. Table 1 shows the comparison results of the computation time for the two image sets with CPU and GPU. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the results with GPU optimization, and the experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm performed more efficient matching than Lowe's SIFT algorithm. Significant reduction in the computation time is obtained with the use of a GPU. This paper proposed a novel matching method to obtain the features under diverse conditions with reduced processing time. The computation time of the proposed method is reduced compared to Lowe's method and optimized using a GPU. The experiments on various test images have been carried out to evaluate how well the proposed method performs on the matching problem compared to Lowe's method. Results in experiments show that the proposed method produces better matching results with significant reduction in computation times.
